
Sew hairband
Instructions No. 2015

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 1 hour

This super cute hairband can be made from very little Jersey fabric and is quickly sewn - even for
beginners. Whether as a great gift for a new earthling or for your own child - this hairband does not look
cute, only but can also be sewn from the matching fabric for any outfit.

This is how the hair band is sewn:
In our instructions we sew a headband for a head circumference of about 44 cm. For this you need 2 rectangles only of 44 x
14 cm each. Draw Jersey fabric. them on the fabric and cut them out 

Place each rectangle right sides together and close each long side. It is best to sew along the edge with the overlock - or
zigzag stitch on a normal sewing machine. Then turn over your pieces of fabric. Fold the tubes so that the seam is in the
middle. It is best to iron your pieces of fabric once so that you can Position of the suture 

The next step is to lay the resulting tubes on top of each other like a cross with the seams facing each other. The lower tube
is diagonal and the seam of the lower piece of fabric points upwards, the seam of the upper piece of fabric points downwards 

Now lay the ends of the tubes over each other as follows to create the twist in the headband: The right end is placed on the
left end and the lower end is placed under the upper one, so that the seams are facing each other again 

Lay all ends on top of each other by folding the top two ends onto the other. If you now look at the individual layers of the
ends, the seams are as follows (from bottom to top) no seam - seam - seam - no seam - no seam - seam - seam - seam - no
seam Sew the ends together, finish with a zigzag stitch and turn the entire headband so that the seam you have just made
lies on the inside (i.e. on the head).

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

13562 Jersey fabric "Indian rabbits" 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Jersey fabric "Indian rabbits"

9,95 €
(1 m2 = 6,63 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

0.5

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/jersey-fabric-indian-rabbits-a232546/
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